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Abstract

It is clear intuitively that at high wind speeds breaking waves become increasingly important to air-sea interaction. Recently, an airborne scanning lidar system was used to obtain 2D spatial topography of ocean surface waves. Such data were used to study the wavenumber spectrum in detail. Here, we applied the wavelet transform to the 1D surface topography in the direction of mean wind. We then estimated the steep wave statistics, \( \Lambda_r(k) \), and compared the results with other field observations. We have shown that the wavelet analysis methodology is able to track steep wave events and give estimates of the amount of high wave slope events that cover a given area of ocean. Analysis of the results shows that high wave slope crests appear over the entire range of wavenumbers resolved, with a large amount being much shorter in wavelength than the dominant wave. At low wave slope thresholds, the total crest length is approximately independent of wind forcing for all wave fields considered. All wave fields studied have the same amount of wave crests regardless of wind forcing at low slope threshold. If the steep wave statistic is hypothesized to evolve into the breaking wave statistic at a specific wave slope threshold, comparison of \( \Lambda_r(k) \) with previous independent measurements of the breaking wave statistic gives a wave slope threshold of 0.12. In addition, comparison of the steep wave statistic at this extrapolated wave slope threshold with independent breaking wave measurements suggest that other factors besides the wind speed control the level of the steep wave statistic.
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Project Description

It is clear intuitively that at high wind speeds breaking waves become increasingly important to air-sea interaction. However, the role of these breaking waves on air-sea fluxes is at present almost completely unknown, partly because it is difficult to define and quantify surface breaking waves from field observations.

There have been attempts to quantify breaking waves using high-resolution radar (Phillips et al., 2001) and using visual observations of whitecap statistics (Melville and Matusov, 2002). In these studies, radar or visual observations are used to determine the function \( \Lambda(\tilde{c}) \), which is defined as the average length of breaking front per unit surface area per unit speed interval of breaking front propagation. Although these studies propose promising approaches of quantifying breaking waves, it is desirable to develop an independent approach to quantify steep and breaking waves using direct observations of surface wave topography.

Recently, an airborne scanning lidar system has been used to obtain 2D spatial topography of ocean surface waves. Such data have been used to study the wavenumber spectrum in detail (Hwang et al., 2000a, 2000b). These studies, however, are based on Fourier analyses of surface topography and therefore do not yield any information about steep and breaking wave events. In this project, we propose to develop a new algorithm to identify and quantify steep and breaking waves using the same wave topography images.

Recent laboratory observations (private communication with Dr. Guillemette Caulliez, IRPHE - Laboratoire IOA) indicate that the shape of breaking waves is self-similar and is best characterized by the maximum slope exceeding a critical threshold, regardless of wave scales. If this result is also valid under field conditions, it is feasible to identify breaking waves from the 2D topographic images by searching locations where local surface slope exceeds a critical threshold. Although the propagation speed of breaking wave crests cannot be determined directly from the 2D images, it is possible to determine the spatial scale (wavenumber) of the waves that are breaking and then convert the spatial scale to the propagation speed using the dispersion relationship.

Technical Approach

Specifically, the following approaches were taken:
We applied the wavelet transform to the 1D surface topography in the direction of mean wind. The result of the wavelet spectrum was rescaled such that the local maximum of the spectrum corresponds to the local slope of surface waves.

We used a critical value of the wavelet spectrum as a threshold to determine steep and breaking waves.

We counted the number of steep wave events and determined the associated scale (wavenumber) of each event.

We convert the results in the form of $A^\lambda(k)$, the steep wave statistics, and compared the results with other field observations.

We also applied these procedures to successive parallel 1D surface topography lines and determine the crest length of each breaking wave event.

These tasks were completed mainly by a graduate student at the Graduate School of Oceanography, University of Rhode Island, under the supervision of the PI.

Results

Since the results are reported in detail in Scott (2003) and also in Scott et al. (2003a, 2003b), only a brief summary is presented here.

- The wavelet analysis methodology is able to track steep wave events and give estimates of the amount of high wave slope events that cover a given area of ocean. Analysis of the results shows that high wave slope crests appear over the entire range of wavenumbers resolved, with a large amount being much shorter in wavelength than the dominant wave. This is qualitatively consistent with results of Ding and Farmer (1994). At low wave slope thresholds, the total crest length is approximately independent of wind forcing for all wave fields considered. All wave fields studied have the same amount of wave crests regardless of wind forcing at low slope threshold.

- If the steep wave statistic is hypothesized to evolve into the breaking wave statistic at a specific wave slope threshold, comparison of $\Lambda^\lambda(k)$ with previous independent measurements of the breaking wave statistic gives a wave slope threshold of 0.12. This is much lower than the traditional Stokian value of 0.4. This threshold is also consistent with the results of the numerical studies of Dold and Peregrine (1986). In addition, comparison of the steep wave statistic at this extrapolated wave slope threshold with independent breaking wave measurements suggest that other factors besides the wind speed control the level of the steep wave statistic.

- Comparison of $\Lambda^\lambda(k)$ to the saturation spectrum $B(k)$ demonstrates their proportionality at the high wave slope thresholds. However the relationship of the saturation spectrum to the steep wave statistic is not unique.

- Comparison of the integrated two-dimensional lambda function $\Lambda_{\lambda-\tau}(k)$ to the one-dimensional lambda function obtained by one-dimensional analysis, $\Lambda^\lambda(k)$ shows consistency to first order.
• The crest directionality statistic shows that most of the steep wave crests are normal to the direction of the wind even at low wave slope thresholds. This is not consistent with the wavenumber spectrum that shows a broad directional spreading at high wavenumbers. The lack of consistency is attributed to the different premises assumed in the different signal processing methodologies used. The crest length statistics demonstrate that the wave field is dominated by small crest length/wavelength ratios.

• Sensitivity studies show that the difference in the use of integer scales, binned integer scales, and logarithmic scales is negligible. Thus the resulting trends are most likely indicative of the true statistical characteristics of the wave fields.
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